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Phaeton ltd is proud to introduce NexeTalk, a 
dispatch application designed to work with 
Kenwood NEXEDGE™ trunked radio systems. 

NexeTalk supports simple and advanced dispatch 
functions, together with AVL and Voice Recording 
features. The primary task was to develop a 
comprehensive, yet easy-to-use, application with 
advanced dispatch features. Since NexeTalk is an IP 
based application, no additional hardware, such as 
control stations, is required. The built-in AMBE+2™ 
vocoder provides high voice quality and eliminates 
the requirement to fit external USB decoders and 
other hardware.

NexeTalk can be added on any NEXEDGE™ trunked 
system, mission critical or not. High reliability of the 
software allows customers to deploy NexeTalk in 
emergency services, mining industries, public safety 
related organizations, public transportations, 
airports etc. NexeTalk is a scalable application, 
which means that your dispatch system can grow 
with your requirements.

The unique user-friendly and configurable graphical 
user interface (GUI) enables operators to focus on 
tasks that matter. The system architecture allows 
the administrator to assign profiles to users, thus 
making it possible for operators to use the same 
console in different shifts. Thanks to the IP-based 
architecture of NexeTalk, an unlimited number of 
geographically dispersed dispatchers can be 
connected to the radio system. 

Voice Recording is an essential part of the NexeTalk 
dispatcher solution. Not only can 
dispatcher-to-radio or dispatcher-to-talkgroup calls 
be recorded, but also private radio-to-radio talks. 
The built-in control interface allows a user to search 
for a certain voice log and play it back.

GPS location is a native NexeTalk feature. It allows 
locating GPS equipped radios, with GPS data 
requested by an operator manually or automatically 
at pre-defined intervals. OpenStreetMap is 
supported, other maps by request.
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Voice Dispatch & Recording
Unlimited number of talk groups per dispatcher
Selective group calling
Private calls
Emergency calls
Voice recording (including radio-to-radio calls)
Remote monitoring of radios
Dynamic regrouping
Voice playback
Search for voice logs
Caller ID/Alias
Muting modes

Key Features as of April 2013

Data Processing

System requirements

Other features

Future Developments

Real-time GPS tracking
Support of free OpenStreetMap data
Changeable GPS update interval
Remote Stun/Kill
Text messages
Support of status messages

Multiple users support
SIP connection
Support of certain PTT devices (foot pedals etc.) 
via serial/USB ports
Scalability, any number of sites is possible
System redundancy support

Multiscreen layout support
Geofences and tracking support
Conventional systems support

Windows 7/8
Intel i5, 2.4 GHz or better, RAM 4GB
50 Mb of free space on hard disk for installation, 
300 Gb or more for voice recording
MS SQL 2008/2012 (server)

For more information please visit www.nexetalk.com 
or contact us at info@nexetalk.com. 
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Figure: NexeTalk system architecture
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